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Wine production starts with choosing
the right land, which in wine terms is known
as ‘terroir’. Terroir does not only refer to soil
qualities, but also to the farm’s micro,
mezzo and macro climate.

Carolyn and Jean-Claude Martin.

Creation is a member of the Biodiversity & Wine Initiative
(BWI) and committed to conserving our natural heritage by
implementing long-term biodiversity as well as sustainability
programmes. Working hand in hand with nature, Creation is
one of only nine wineries in South Africa to have received the
coveted EnviroWines accreditation. Scan the QR code or visit www.youtube.
com/watch?v=dsk0Nw_sNbM to watch the video: ‘The Story of Creation’.

Creating Wines
of Distinction
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ver tried to match some
of your favourite wines
with tasty dishes – especially dishes that boast
interesting textures?
Although the result will be a sublime
treat for your palate and those of your
loved-ones and guests, not everyone
is up for such a challenge.
However, Carolyn Martin of the
50ha boutique winery Creation in the
Hemel-en-Aarde Valley does this all
the time. Situated just 18kms from
the Western Cape coastal resort
town of Hermanus, Creation has just

clinched the KLINK Wine Tourism
Award for Best Food and Wine
Pairing on a South African Wine Farm
for the fourth time. As a result Carolyn
and her Swiss-born viticulturist cum
winemaker husband, Jean-Claude
(JC) Martin, are on the radar of every
serious winemaker, sommelier and
chef – locally and internationally.
Since the Martins discovered the
perfect virgin land for growing wine
grapes back in 2002, Creation has
been developed into a destination of
note for wine lovers and tourists who
visit the Cape’s winelands. Apart from
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using your own vehicle to visit trailblazing Creation, you can also rent
an electric, mountain or other type
of bicycle from GoBike Hermanus,
or you can join one of the Hermanus
Wine Hoppers’ Hop-on-Hop-off safari
style wine tours to visit all or some of
the wineries in the valley.
According to the Martins wine
production starts with choosing the
right cultivars for your land, selecting
the right clones and planting virusfree vines, which should be managed
optimally to grow and harvest perfect
berries. But actually, wine production
starts with choosing the right land,
which in wine terms is known as
‘terroir’. Terroir does not only refer to
soil qualities, but also to the farm’s
micro, mezzo and macro climate.
Ultimately it also includes viticultural
techniques, such as a systematic
pruning schedule, and a talented
winemaker to ensure the terroir is
beautifully expressed when the
consumer enjoys the end product.
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▲ During the annual growth period, temperatures rarely exceed 30°C, while the cool night index
throughout the year is 12°C lower than the daytime temperature. These factors result in fullflavoured grapes of outstanding quality, allowing for the creation of complex wines with length
and depth.

▲ The modern cellar was completed in time for the 2007 vintage and features state-of-the-art
equipment imported from Germany, Switzerland and France.

Ranging from a pneumatic punch-down system to stainless steel tanks with
built-in cooling and heating systems, the vinification facilities are worthy of
the superb grapes harvested on the farm.
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The 2016 harvest team.

“When you are harvesting quality
fruit it is not necessary to manipulate
the wine,” says JC. “Rather guide
it gently through the winemaking
process so as to preserve the sense
of place. Winemaking is a delicate
art requiring restraint to capture the
inherent nuances.”
Although JC originally selected
the Creation terroir for its suitability
to Chardonnay and Pinot noir vines,
stable weather conditions also facilitated the successful introduction
and cultivation of other varieties.
Presently Creation’s wine portfolio
comprises 14 different wines.
Thanks to the farm’s relatively cool
climate the grapes ripen gradually,
evenly and fully, resulting in elegant
fruit flavours balanced by crisp
acidity and subtle, silky tannins. This
enables JC to make exceptional foodfriendly wine. Its natural good acidity
levels do not only translate into ageworthy wines, but also cleanses and
refreshes the palate between mouths

Red wines are matured under optimum
conditions in 225-litre French oak barriques.

full of food. Moreover, the sugar
levels don’t go through the roof, while
the alcohol per volume is contained.
Very often visitors to a restaurant
would choose a drink first without
even knowing what they are going
to order from the menu. But this all
changes once you become aware
of the delicate pleasures of a wellmatched food and wine pairing.

Visiting a top restaurant where a
trained sommelier can make recommendations will simplify matters, but
it’s highly rewarding to expand your
own knowledge about food and wine.
It will require lots of reading, tasting
and experimenting – either at home
or in the company of experts such
as the professionally-trained staff at
Creation.
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Proof of the distinctive quality of
their terroir-driven wines is the
wide array of local and international
accolades the Creation range
regularly wins.

Carolyn has taken food and wine
pairing a huge leap forward. In fact,
she turns everything on its head by
choosing some of JC’s quality wines
first and then she asks the winery’s
chefs to create matching dishes. “If
you don’t have a balanced dish, it
will create an imbalance in the wine.
Unless you cure an Italian prosciutto
ham, the most complicated dish
will take three to five days at most
to prepare, while it often requires
two years to make a wine before the
bottles can be released.”

Apart from coming up
with a match made in
heaven, the company you
keep at your table should
be the cherry on top.

While JC is cooking up a storm in his
man-cave or wine cellar underneath
the farm’s restaurant, Carolyn and her
team of chef’s are cooking up a storm
to showcase those wines to visiting
guests. Carolyn’s exceptional talents
were gradually honed while growing
up on a self-sustainable Stellenbosch
wine farm with a huge pantry and
its own garden, chickens and dairy
cows (for making their own butter and
cheese). During her childhood they
still fetched hunted springbok from
the train station.
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To demonstrate the huge impact food and wine
have on each other, a delicious array of tapas,
each specially prepared by Creation’s talented
chefs to match a specific wine, are on offer. Scan
the QR code or visit www.creationwines.com/
ebook/2016.html to browse the ‘Creation Wines E-book’.

Carolyn Martin and the team’s ethos
of constant innovation secured their
fourth Wine Tourism South Africa’s
prestigious KLINK Award for ‘Great
Pairings’.

For more information, visit: www.creationwines.com

The emphasis she puts on dishes
with texture refers to food qualities that can be sensed with the
tongue, palate and teeth. Just think
of foodstuffs in terms of attributes
such as soft, hard, crispy, chewy,
crunchy and savoury. Or creamy,
flaky, smooth, dry, moist, thick, thin
or rich. And then you can choose the
ones with the attributes you desire to
create the ideal dish to match an excellent wine.
“To us, pairing wine with food is fun
and it evolves all the time. I don’t think
people are brave and experiment
enough to discover what works
well and what’s a disaster. You can
have a great dish and a wonderfully
balanced wine, but if they were not
considered together, it can be a disaster. 70% of our dishes contain
wine; we only cook with quality wine
that we’ll drink,” says Carolyn.
And Carolyn’s parting advice:
“Apart from coming up with a match
made in heaven, the company you
keep at your table should be the
cherry on top.”
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